Mega VBoard®

Mega VBoard® is built to the industry’s highest standard of quality, precision and consistency. It is manufactured on proprietary state-of-the-art equipment that offers the capacity and speed to ensure fast turnaround and prompt delivery.

**Mega-size Protection During Shipping, Handling and Storage**

- Ideal for protecting all types and shapes of windows and doors, including garage doors
- Great way to package irregular-shaped products
- Cost and time saving substitute for expensive wood crates or hard to handle corrugate
- Improves load containment and weight distribution for stronger, more secure pallet loads
- Enhances structural integrity for increased stacking strength, allowing pallets to be stacked higher
- Integrates easily into current packaging systems
- Designed for use with high-speed automated pallet assembly systems
- Can be customized using other packaging components such as foam
- Can be custom printed
- Recyclable and environmentally friendly

Mega VBoard® is available in sizes up to 9” x 9” (18” of total paper; 2” leg minimum)

Customized offset leg lengths are also available

Add strength where it’s needed to fortify packaging and deliver savings